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Introduction  

The New York School of Interior Design has much to be proud of in 2016, the 100-
year anniversary of its founding.  Not only has the college successfully delivered a 
deep and broad interior design education to students from around the world as the 
study of interior design evolved during the last century; but also firmly established 
itself as a prominent institution among its peers during the three years since 
executing its last strategic plan in 2013.  

During the past several years in an uncertain global economy resulting in placing a 
variety of rapidly changing demands on higher education, the New York School of 
Interior Design entrenched itself in sound operational procedures, focused on 
establishing planning benchmarks and strategies and was able to increase 
enrollment as well as achieve unprecedented acknowledgements.  In the period of 
2013-2016, the college earned the ranking of top five interior design programs in 
the country and was rated number three for both undergraduate and graduate 
programs in the East Coast region by Design Intelligence for 2016. The pinnacle of 
its achievements came recently with the announcement that NYSID has been 
granted accreditation from the Middle States Commission on Higher Education 
(MSCHE).  The seven-year accreditation process confirms NYSID’s interior design 
education is of the highest caliber.    

The administrators, educators and staff of the New York School of Interior Design 
understand that these impressive achievements bring with them an added 
responsibility to consistently deliver the highest quality education in order to 
maintain these standards.   To do this, the school must continue the assessments 
of quality it established during the previous three years and expand its planning to 
include a longer view and to engage a wider audience. 

The New York School of Interior Design 2016-2019 Strategic Plan builds upon 
many of the goals and objectives previously established and carries forward 
strategies to explore opportunities to guide the school into the ever-evolving future 
of interior design education.  The strategies and tactics which will support the 
achievement of the plan’s goals are outlined in a separate tactical execution plan.  
With the rigorous self-evaluation demanded by the MSCHE accreditation process 
and the establishment of baseline metrics required by the strategic plan behind 
them, the school administrators, faculty and trustees have a deeper understanding 
of the strengths of the New York School of Interior Design upon which to build 
when steering the school into its second century. 
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Background and Summary 

Founded in 1916 by architect Sherrill Whiton when interior design was forming into 
a distinct profession, the New York School of Interior Design (NYSID) began as a 
course of study of interior design and has focused exclusively on the study of 
interior design and its related disciplines during its 100-year evolution. The New 
York State Board of Regents chartered the school in 1924 and it grew from a 
handful of students in a single course of study to more than 600 students enrolled 
in nine programs today. The private, not-for-profit college is housed in three 
buildings in Manhattan, two on the Upper East Side and one in the Flatiron District. 
NYSID offers students an in-depth learning experience and access to a wealth of 
industry relationships in a city that is a magnet for designers around the world.  

NYSID’s guiding principle is that the interior environment is a vital element in 
human wellbeing and the College is committed to actively improving the quality of 
life for all segments of humanity through interior design. This ideal is put into 
practice by a dedicated faculty of designers, architects, art historians, and 
authorities in the field who guide more than 600 full and part-time students.  

NYSID offers certificate, undergraduate, and graduate programs in the field of 
interior design, design history and theory, sustainable interior environments, 
interior lighting design, and healthcare interior design. A wide range of additional 
classes is offered through the college’s Institute for Continuing and Professional 
Studies, on-line platform, pre-college, and domestic and study abroad programs. 

In addition to being accredited by MSCHE, the New York School of Interior Design 
is an accredited institutional member of the National Association of Schools of Art 
and Design (NASAD). Further, NYSID’s BFA and MFA-1 programs are accredited 
by the Council for Interior Design Accreditation (CIDA).  

The planning process for the 2016-2019 Strategic Plan was undertaken by building 
upon the foundation of the 2013-2016 Strategic Plan and developing strategies to 
promote the College’s advancement, ensure its sustainability and provide an 
exceptional learning experience to its students resulting in advanced standing in 
the academic community. During the planning process, several strategic issues 
were identified: 

1.  Increase the level of student services to deliver the highest quality educational 
experience;  

2.  Strengthen internal communications and technology to increase institutional 
effectiveness; and 

3.  Build upon the institution’s resources to ensure its continued contributions as a 
leader in interior design education. 
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Mission Statement 
 
New York School of Interior Design prepares aspiring designers and working 
professionals to be leaders in the field by providing a focused and immersive interior 
design education, drawing upon an expert faculty, innovative approaches, and close 
industry relationships. 
 
 

Vision Statement  
 
New York School of Interior Design is a global leader in interior design education, 
impacting the profession through innovative curricula and strategic collaborations, with 
graduates placed in positions of influence around the world. 
 
     

Values 
 
New York School of Interior Design values:  
 

 The quality of human life in the built environment 

 The “spark” to be found within each student  

 The rich history of the institution and the design profession 

 The special opportunities afforded by NYSID’s NYC location 

 A setting that fosters creative thinking, collaboration and collegiality among 

students, faculty and staff 

 Small and focused learning environments, both digital and experiential 

 The expertise and commitment of the faculty and staff 

 Both conceptual and applied design 

 Respect for the environment and sustainable practices 

 A strong grounding in the liberal arts as an essential part of a designer’s 

education 

 A foundation of respect for oneself, others, and the greater world  

 Engagement with local and global communities 
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New York School of Interior Design 2016-2019 Strategic Goals 
 

 
Goal One: Create an exceptional learning experience for all who engage with the 
New York School of Interior Design. 
 
Goal Two: Attract a broad community of interior design students and professionals. 
 
Goal Three:  Ensure appropriate resources to support academic and institutional 
development. 
 
Goal Four:  Strengthen our culture of planning and assessment. 
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Goals with Strategies 
 

Goal One:  Create an exceptional learning experience for all who engage with 
the New York School of Interior Design. 

 
Strategy 1: Identify exceptional learning experiences for undergraduates, 

graduates, ICPS, non-matriculated, public audiences, alumni and 
on-line learners. 

 
Strategy 2:  Conduct assessment of learning experience. 
 
Strategy 3:  Use assessment to inform unit plans, education and support 

services delivery, budget creation and long range planning. 
 

Goal Two:  Attract a broad community of interior design students and 
professionals. 
 

Strategy 1: Identify ideal undergraduate, graduate and non-matriculated 
students. 

 
Strategy 2: Develop strategies and identify resources needed to attract  

students.   
 

Strategy 3:  Develop strategies and identify resources needed to enroll 
students. 

 
Strategy 4: Increase registration in ICPS non-credit courses. 

 
Goal Three:  Ensure appropriate resources to support academic and 
institutional development. 

  
Strategy 1:  Engage and support faculty and staff as NYSID ambassadors. 
   
Strategy 2:  Engage and support Trustees in fundraising and institutional 

advancement. 
 

Strategy 3:  Engage and support alumni in fundraising and institutional 
advancement. 

 
Strategy 4:  Engage and support advisory board members. 
 
Strategy 5: Selectively engage speakers from public, development and 

student life programs as well as jurors in institutional advancement 
initiatives. 
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 Strategy 6:  Develop relationships with corporations, foundations, professional 
organizations, endowments, et al. 

Strategy 7:  Engage and support students, their parents and partners in 
        building an extended community. 
 
 

Goal Four: Strengthen our culture of planning and assessment. 
  

Strategy 1:  Create and implement technology, business continuity, facilities 
and staffing plans. 

   
Strategy 2:  Strengthen the budget process. 

 
Strategy 3:  Increase communication and collaboration. 

 
Strategy 4:  Improve recognition and accountability processes. 

 

 
Conclusion 
 
The development of the 2016-2019 New York School of Interior Design’s Strategic 
Plan comes on the heels of significant achievements by this venerable institution.  
Earning accreditation from the Middle States Commission on Higher Education, 
retaining national rankings in a respected industry rating system and celebrating its 
100-year anniversary among a renewed group of supporters are strong signals of the 
College’s vitality. NYSID’s leaders understand they are not guarantees of a robust 
future.  
 
To his credit, NYSID’s President understands that the College is operating in rapidly-
changing education industry within an unpredictable global economy and has 
approached this plan through the filter of taking measured steps for continued 
institutional development. Building on the goals of the previous plan, the College’s 
leaders identified that delivering the highest quality education while expanding and 
activating their supporters and solidifying internal operations is their path to the future 
of the institution.  The New York School of Interior Design has put into place during 
the last three years benchmark measurements which allow them to more rapidly 
assess their strategic initiatives.  This focus on operational effectiveness has brought 
to light the need to invest in facilities, technology and staff development in order to 
support the anticipated growth. In order to use existing resources as effectively as 
possible, the College will be engaging the internal and external NYSID community in 
collaborating to achieve the goals of the plan.  
 
Representatives of every segment of the NYSID community including administrators, 
staff, educators, trustees, students and volunteers have given voice to their thoughts 
about the future path of the New York School of Interior Design.  With the execution of 
this plan, they will have the opportunity take an active role in that future. 
        


